Burstiness Dynamics and Nested Information in
Naturalistic Infant-Perspective Scenes
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as shown in Fig. 2, faces were more frequent in the scenes captured
for example videos and corresponding 1/5 Hz scenes) leading to a
from the youngest infants and declined with age (linear trend:
total of 103,383 coded scenes. Sampling at 1/5 Hz should not be
F(1, 32) = 10.73, p < .005, Fig. 2a). By contrast, the frequency of
biased in any way to faces or hands and appears sufficiently dense
hands increased with age (linear trend: F(1, 32) = 26.11, p < .001,
to capture major regularities: First, a coarser sampling of scenes at
Fig. 2b). The relative frequency of faces and hands within the
1/10 Hz yielded the same reliable patterns reported below. Second,
scenes captured from individual infants also showed an orderly
a sampling of a different set of scenes (72,000 frames) at 1/5 Hz
transition from ‘‘relatively more faces” to ‘‘relatively more hands”
using new starting points was partially recoded and yielded no
(delta score: proportion faces minus proportion hands; linear
reliable differences in the reported patterns (see also Jayaraman
trend: F(1, 32) = 55.05, p < .001, Fig. 2c). Fig. 2c shows that the
et al., 2015).
age-related decline in faces and the age-related increase in hands
Each sampled scene was coded by four naïve coders who saw
leads to an early period in which faces are dominant, a later period
the scenes in a randomly ordered presentation and were asked,
in which hands are dominant, and a middle period in which faces
in separate passes, one question answerable with ‘‘yes” or ‘‘no”:
and hands are both more similarly prevalent.
whether there was a human face present or whether there was a
The orderliness of this transition is notable given that these scehand present. Coders were instructed to indicate ‘‘yes” if there
nes were sampled from several hours of everyday activities of difwas whole face or hand or if there was a clearly identifiable part
ferent infants with no constraints on those activities. Thus, the
of a face or part of a hand. A scene was defined as ‘‘reliably coded”
findings may indicate a systematic transition in the contents of
if at least three coders gave the same answer – that is, three ‘‘yes”
visual experiences, a transition in the datasets for statistical
responses or three ‘‘no” responses (Faces = 96.5%, Hands = 94.75%);
learning.
thus, a scene was categorized as containing a face or hand if at least
The hands captured in these infant-perspective scenes were
three of four coders had affirmed the presence of the queried
overwhelmingly the hands of other people (.92 of all scenes with
entity. Note that three-of-four is a criterion; all the data that conhands) and did not vary by age, r(30) = .15, n.s., excepting one outtribute to main findings received the same judgment from at least
three naïve and independent coders. Scenes that contained a hand
lier, a two-year-old, whose frequency of own hands exceeded 4 SD
were subsequently coded by four independent and naïve coders
above the group mean. Hands were touching (.76 of scenes with
using the same three out of four agreement criterion, again with
hands) or holding (.48 of scenes with hands) something and this
either at least three ‘‘yes” or at least three ‘‘no” judgments defining
key property of hands acting-on-objects also did not vary by age:
Utterance onset
Inter-onset interval of utterances
reliable coding. The four hand measures, coded in separate passes,
touching r(31) = .15, n.s.; holding r(31) = .16, n.s.; note that data
were: the hand in the scene was the infant’s own hand (99.75%
from one infant who was three weeks old, an age at which faces
reliably coded), the hand in the scene was touching something
dominate, did not contribute to these and subsequent analyses
(89.08% reliably coded), the hand in the scene was holding onto
because no hands appeared in her scenes. Because hands were
Utterance
onset
Inter-onset
interval
of
utterances
something (86.36% reliably coded), and the hand in the scene
much more frequent in infant-perspective scenes at older than at
was holding a small, carry-able object (95.48% reliably coded).
younger ages, and because these hands were typically in contact
with objects, the changing contents of visual scenes may be understood as a developmental shift from data about faces to data about
manual actions on objects.
3. Results
This developmental segregation of visual scenes with faces versus
those with hands does not necessarily imply that they are comEach infant’s data consists of a set of scenes (M = 3041,
pletely segregated in experience (see Libertus & Needham, 2011;
SD = 1265). Thus, there are on average about 3000 data points
Slaughter & Heron-Delaney, 2011). Although there were very few
per subject and all data are reported in terms of the individual parhands in the head-camera scenes of the youngest infants, the
ticipant. The principal analyses use linear regression to examine
hands they did see may be spatiotemporally proximal to faces.
whether the frequency of faces and hands in these scenes change
To test this possibility, we measured whether the presence of a
as function of age. As indexed by the presence of a face or hand,
hand (infrequent for young infants) signaled the presence of a face
a person appeared in roughly one-quarter of the captured scenes
in that same scene or in a temporally nearby scene. More specifi(.27) and this did not vary with age (r(32) = .04, n.s). That is, people
cally, each infant’s sampled (at 1/5 Hz) head-camera scenes were
were just as likely to be in view (with a face and/or hand) for the
assembled into their real time order (Fig. 3a). For each scene in this
youngest and oldest infants. The results that follow, therefore,
stream that contained a hand, the nearest scene that contained a
are not due to the differential presence of other people in younger
face was identified. The proportions of hands that occurred with
and older infants’ scenes.
a face simultaneously, within five seconds of a face or within ten
The hypothesis is that
the likelihood of
of the two body parts in
Distribution
seconds are shown in Fig. 3b. For very young infants, hands
these scenes changed systematically with age. As predicted and
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speech may support statistical learning of object names, and why we need to know more
than we do about the dynamic structure of speech to children.
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What is the temporal structure of visual
information in infant-perspective scenes?
Instances of visual properties are nested units of
information, e.g., objects are in hands, hands are
attached to bodies, bodies are in the environment.
• This is similar to nested information in
language: letters are nested in words, words
are nested in phrases, phrases are nested in
sentences and so on.
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3. Results

• 27 participants aged 0-12 months
• and
Light-weight
head-mounted
Correlations
Burstiness. Once equipped
with the binary sequence x associated with the chosen condition α we can investicameras
toWe6arerecording
hours)
gate the asymptotic
trend of (up
its C ðtÞ.
particularly
interested in the long-range correlated case
• C ðtÞ ≔Video
downsampled
to
.2Hz
hx x i − hx ihx i ≃ t ;
0 < β < 1;
[2]
(.27) and this did not vary with age (r(32) = .04, n.s). That is, people
were just as likely to be in view (with a face and/or hand) for the
youngest and oldest infants. The results that follow, therefore,
are not due to the differential presence of other people in younger
and older infants’ scenes.
x
The hypothesis is that the likelihood of the two body parts in
these scenes changed systematically with age. As predicted and
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Fig. 1. Example streams of 15 seconds of continuous recording (left: faces; right: hands) sampled at 1/5 Hz from (A) 6-week-old, (B) 31-week-old, (C) 53-week-old, (D) 102week-old.
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Define x̄, as the sequence obtained reverting 0 ↔ 1 on each of
its elements x̄i ¼ 1 − xi . It is easy to see that if z ¼ x þ y then
x̄ ¼ z̄ þ y. Applying the same arguments above, and using
that σX ¼ σX̄ for any x, we obtain σX ðtÞ ≤ σZ ðtÞ þ σY ðtÞ and
similarly σY ðtÞ ≤ σZ ðtÞ þ σX ðtÞ. Suppose now that σi2 ≃ t γi with
γ ¼ 2 − β:
[3]
σX2 ðtÞ ≔ hXðtÞ 2 i − hXðtÞi 2 ≃ t γ ;
i ∈ fX; Y ; Zg. In order to satisfy simultaneously the three inequalities above, at least two out of the three γi have to be equal
In the following we investigate correlations of the binary
to the largest value maxi fγi g. Next we discuss the implications of
sequence x using Eq. 3 because integrated indicators lead to more
this restriction to the flow of correlations up and down in our
robust
numerical estimations of asymptotic quantities (1, 10, 11,
Fausey,
Jayaramam,
& Smith,
2016, Cognition
hierarchy
of
levels.
Fig. 1. Example streams of 15 seconds of continuous recording (left: faces; right: hands) sampled
at 1/5
Hz from
(A) 6-week-old,
(B) 31-week-old,
(C) 53-week-old, (D) 10217). week-old.
We are mostly interested in the distinction between shortðβ > 1; γ ¼ 1Þ and long- ð0 < β < 1; 1 < γ < 2Þ range correlaUp. Suppose that at a given level we have a binary sequence z with
tions. We use normal (anomalous) diffusion of X interchangeably
long-range correlations γZ > 1. From our restriction we know
with short- (long-) range correlations of x.
that at least one sequence x on top of z, has long-range correlaAn insightful view on the possible origins of the long-range cortions with γX ≥ γZ . This implies, in particular, that if we observe
relations can be achieved by exploring the relation between the
long-range correlations in the binary sequence associated with a
power spectrum SðωÞ at ω ¼ 0 and the statistics of the sequence
given letter then we can argue that its anomaly originates from
of inter-event times τi ’s (i.e., one plus the lengths of the cluster of
the anomaly of at least one word where this letter appears, higher
0’s between consecutive 1’s). For the short-range correlated case,
in the hierarchy‡.
Sð0Þ is finite and given by (28, 29):
Down. Suppose x is long-range correlated γX > 1. From Eq. 5 we
2
στ
see that a fine tuning cancellation with cross-correlation must
ð1
þ
2
C
ðkÞÞ:
[4]
Sð0Þ ¼
τ
∑
hτi 3
appear in order for their lower-level sequence z (down in the hierk
archy) to have γZ < γX . From the restriction derived above we
know that this is possible only if γX ¼ γY , which is unlikely in
For the long-range correlated case, Sð0Þ → ∞ and Eq. 4 identifies
the typical case
of sequences
contributions
Hand with
object from
Hand
with z receiving
two different origins: (i) burstiness measured as the broad tail of
different sources (e.g., a letter receives contribution from differthe distribution of inter-event times pðτÞ (divergent στ ); or (ii)
no object
ðjÞ
ent
words).
Typically,
z
is
composed
by
n
sequences
x
, with
long-range correlations of the sequence of τi ’s (not summable
Cτ ðkÞ). In the next section we show how these two terms give
Note that our hierarchy of levels is different from the one used in ref. 2, which is based on
different contributions at different linguistic levels of the
increasingly large adjacent pieces of texts.
hierarchy.
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as shown in Fig. 2, faces were more frequent in the scenes captured
from the youngest infants and declined with age (linear trend:
F(1, 32) = 10.73, p < .005, Fig. 2a). By contrast, the frequency of
hands increased with age (linear trend: F(1, 32) = 26.11, p < .001,
Fig. 2b). The relative frequency of faces and hands within the
scenes captured from individual infants also showed an orderly
transition from ‘‘relatively more faces” to ‘‘relatively more hands”
(delta score: proportion faces minus proportion hands; linear
trend: F(1, 32) = 55.05, p < .001, Fig. 2c). Fig. 2c shows that the
age-related decline in faces and the age-related increase in hands
leads to an early period in which faces are dominant, a later period
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for example videos and corresponding 1/5 Hz scenes) leading to a
total of 103,383 coded scenes. Sampling at 1/5 Hz should not be
biased in any way to faces or hands and appears sufficiently dense
to capture major regularities: First, a coarser sampling of scenes at
1/10 Hz yielded the same reliable patterns reported below. Second,
a sampling of a different set of scenes (72,000 frames) at 1/5 Hz
using new starting points was partially recoded and yielded no
reliable differences in the reported patterns (see also Jayaraman
et al., 2015).
Each sampled scene was coded by four naïve coders who saw
the scenes in a randomly ordered presentation and were asked,
up
in separate
passes, one question answerable with ‘‘yes” or ‘‘no”:
whether
(high) there was a human face present or whether there was a
hand present. Coders were instructed to indicate ‘‘yes” if there
TOPIC 1 TOPIC 2
was whole face or hand or if there was a clearly identifiable part
of a face or part of a hand. A scene was defined as ‘‘reliably coded”
if at least three coders gave the same answer – that is, three ‘‘yes”
responses or three ‘‘no” responses (Faces = 96.5%, Hands = 94.75%);
thus, a scene was categorized as containing a face or hand if at least
three of four coders had affirmed the presence of the queried
entity. Note that three-of-four is a criterion; all the data that contribute to main
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†

A sequence x of a word containing the given letter is on top of the sequence z of that
letter. If z is long range correlated (lrc) then either x is lrc or y is lrc. Being finite the number
of words with a given letter, we can recursively apply the argument to y and identify at
least one lrc word.
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Hierarchy of Levels. Building blocks of the hierarchy depicted in
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Fig. 1 are binary sequences (organized in levels) and links
Altmann et al.
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